A&E’s Anefil™ Reflector is an industrial sewing
thread designed and engineered for reflective visibility.

•

Ideal for sewing a wide range of products, Anefil™
Reflector

provides

maximum

luminescence

A reflective core reflects

and

light back to a light source,

durability while maintaining aesthetic appearance.

ensuring maximum visibility
in low light situations.

Ideal for creating a decorative, reflective seam in
coverstitch and overedge stitch applications, Anefil™

•

Reflector can be used in a wide variety of apparel

The unique construction of

categories including, Activewear, Workwear, Safety

the product allows for use
in a wide variety of

Apparel, Swimwear, Denim and Footwear.

applications, apparel and
non-apparel; activewear,

Multiple put-ups are available for added convenience

denim, uniforms, and

and optimal payoff.

emblems.

•
Anefil™ Reflector is
offered as a versatile
product and valued
addition to the reflective
market. Available in Tex
120, Anefil™ Reflector
adds another layer of
functionality in sewing that
has traditionally only
incorporated reflective
tape.

Activewear

Workwear

Swimwear

Denim

No Direct Light

Direct Light
Flat Lock Stitch Sewn Sample Displaying Reflectivity

Overedge Sewn Sample

Anefil™ Reflector Sizes and Product Details*
Tex
Size

Metric
Size

Strength
(lbs.)

Recommended Needle
Size

120

25

4.36

125 / 20

A&E

*Physical characteristics provided are for comparative purposes only, final
determination of suitability is the sole responsibility of the user. All physical data
shown is based on current averages and should not be used as minimum
requirements.

is

the

largest

U.S.

manufacturer and the world’s
second-largest manufacturer and
distributor of premium quality

When laundered under AACTCC TM 61 Option
3A wash testing, Anefil Reflector demonstrated
no visual degradation of reflectivity after 50
washes.

industrial and consumer sewing
thread, embroidery thread and
technical

textiles.

dedication

to

customers

with

A&E's

providing
the

its
finest

products and services, at the
highest quality, delivered globally

A&E maintains a global commitment to sustainability at all
of its worldwide operations, driven through its Ten Threads
of Sustainability. For more information on A&E’s
Eco•Driven initiatives and current sustainability efforts,
please visit www.amefird.com/sustainability.

and steadfast commitment to
superior quality and customer
service make A&E the preferred
thread supplier. Learn more on
A&E’s

Applications include:

corporate

social

responsibility and environmental
sustainability

initiatives,

comprehensive product offerings,
and
Denim

Activewear

Swimwear

Workwear

Footwear

global

locations

www.amefird.com.

at

